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Linguists researching the Trans-Himalayan family do not have a self perception as working outside the mainstream of historical linguistics. Nonetheless, ‘word families’ and ‘allofams’ are important elements in the theorizing of some Trans-Himalayanists (LaPolla 2003: 26, Schuessler 2007, inter alia) despite the absence of these terms in the wider discipline. Does the Trans-Himalayanist have a gem of methodological wisdom here that could benefit the Indo-Europeanist, or are do those phenomena treated as word families in Trans-Himalayan admit of superior analyses in more traditional terms? The evidence appears to point to the latter conclusion. We begin with a brief reminder of how ‘word family’ and ‘allofam’ made their appearance, and then turn to examine how Indo-Europeanists explain the word-family-like features of the languages they study. The bulk of the paper attempts to explain would-be Trans-Himalayan allofams in light of the techniques available within traditional historical linguistics. A concluding section considers the past and future of Neogrammarian methodology in Trans-Himalayan.

Bernhard Karlgren introduced the term ‘word family’ into East Asian linguistics, despite devoting only scant lines to its elaboration (1933: 9). Wolfenden is more explicit; with a floral metaphor he contrasts Walter Simon’s ‘horizontal’ (i.e. Neogrammarian) and Karlgren’s ‘vertical’ method.

In pursuing comparative studies of the vocabularies of the Sino-Tibetan languages we are today possessed of two methods of approach. The first of these, and the older, is that of setting up simple word equations from language to language; the second that of comparison by word families only, taking the family as our smallest operating unit. The first method passes from language to language lifting single words from each, without delving down in any way into what we might call the soil beneath them, so that we might, in fact, term such surface operations the “horizontal” method. We have, as it were, plucked a flower without looking to see from what bush we took it. The second method, on the other hand, seeks, in the first place not to set up simple word equations between single words in two or more languages, but first of all to

1 As do the Neo-linguist followers of Matteo Bartoli (1873-1946) or the Neo-idealist followers of Karl Vossler (1872–1949).

2 Karlgren writes: "It is not allowable to identify Chinese 目 Arch. mjāk ‘eye’ with Tibetan mig ‘eye’ so long as we have not first established the word family to which mjāk belongs. Akin to mjāk is undoubtedly the word 貝 mig ‘pupil of the eye’ and it is just as likely that it is this mjāg which corresponds directly to Tibetan mig" (1933: 9). It may appear that in this passage Karlgren simply warns that the semantically most direct comparison may not be most genuine; English ‘town’ goes not with German Dorf ‘small town’ but Zaun ‘fence’. However, Wolfenden (1937: 625) understands Karlgren as saying that 目 mjūwk < *C.muk (14-24a) ‘eye’ and 貝 mjūw < *mu (13-77c) ‘pupil of the eye’, must somehow be compared to 貝 mig together as a family. Direct comparison of Chi. 目 mjūwk < *C.muk (14-24a) ‘eye’ and Tib. སི mig, albeit not allowable, has continued unabated, even among word family enthusiasts (e.g. Matisoff 2003: 327, Schuessler 2007: 393), but any connection between 目 mjūwk < *C.muk (14-24a) ‘eye’ and 貝 mjūw < *mu (13-77c) ‘pupil of the eye’ remains to be explained (cf. Schuessler 2007: 393). Observing that in early Chinese documents (e.g. Mencius) the word for ‘pupil’ was 貝子 rather than simple 貝, a reviewer suggests the etymology 貝子 *mu-tsa? < 目子 *C.muk-tsa? ‘child of the eye’.

3 Although Wolfenden thinks only a “fraction of the equations” which Simon proposes “will prove to be true” (1936: 401 note 1) many of Simon’s comparisons remain in circulation (cf. e.g. Gong 1980, 1995).
gather the word families of each separate language, and only then, after we have gained a clearer view of the general background of the words composing them, to begin comparative work. This method, from the fact that we dig down into the soil, as it were, from which the individual words have sprung, we might, if we so wished, call the “vertical” method. We have then not only the flower but the actual bush on which it is growing. (Wolfenden 1938: 165-166).

As it happens Wolfenden's specific proposals—meant to showcase the benefits of the 'vertical' word family approach over the 'horizontal' approach—have not stood the test of time.4 The more recent 'allofam' is a coinages of James A. Matisoff, who believes we “need a word to refer to the relationship among the various individual members of the same word-family” (1978: 16-17). He draws attention to variation in living languages to defend the reconstruction of variation in a proto-language.

[W]e must assume that the proto-language itself was awash with allofamic variation, both systematic and unsystematic. Why should a proto-language be any more monolithically invariant than any living language that we can observe with our own eyes? No language is ever perfectly regular at any stage of its history. (Matisoff 1978: 18-39)

Phonetic change does at times appear irregular and proto-languages, like living languages, do exhibit apparently inexplicable internal variation. Nevertheless, proposals such as Matisoff’s that Proto-Trans-Himalayan has 21 variant forms of ‘lung’ strain credulity (1978: 123).5 Are cases like this precededent in better studies language families?

In keeping with Matisoff identification of ‘doublets’ in Indo-European with ‘word families’ in Asian linguistics (1978: 18), a reviewer of an earlier version of this paper proposes that alternate ablaut grades and distinct root

---

4 Three examples suffice: (1) Wolfenden puts Tib. ㎞₇ instantiate 'finger' in a family with vsug (pres. ᴯجاج 'hgsug') 'insert' (1928: 278). Pointing to ㎞₄ instantiate mdzug-gu 'finger' as another form of the word, he writes "that there is little doubt that the form m dzug-mo is secondary" (1928: 278) and that it "owes its final -b to the influence of the following suffix" (1937: 627 note 2). The suffix -gu is an allomorph of the diminutive -bu that typically occurs after velars but can after open syllables (Uray 1952: 196). We suggest ㎞₄ instantiate m dzug-gu < ㎞₄ instantiate m dzug-mo via *mdzubu > *mdzubu > *mdzu > *mdzugu > *mdzugu > ㎞₄ instantiate m dzug-gu. Each of these steps has parallels. As Tibetan does not recognize geminate consonants (e.g. yin - yin-no “is”), *mdzubu > *mdzubu and *mdzugu > m dzug-gu are unproblematic. On *ubu > *u > *u > *ugu see Uray 1952: 186-187 and Hill 2011a. (2) Wolfenden makes a family of ᴰṳn (pres. ᴶ⼈jun) 'subdue', ᴰṳn (pres. ᴶ⼈ɪ chữ) 'be tamed', ᴰ.libs 'melt' and ᴰ.libs 'melt, digest'. He further adds Jinghpaw tʊn 'dissolve, melt' (1937: 640). The Tibetan word family itself is specious. The -n in ᴰ茚un 'subdue / be tamed' is an inalienable part of the root; the -n in ᴸзыn-'pa- 'melted' is an affix that derives nominals from verbal stems also seen in pairs such as ᴰче 'be large', ᴸзыn-po 'big' and ᴰ.libs 'melt'. Similarly, the ḷ seen in the present stem of ᴰ.libs (i.e. ᴰ-lfs) arises due to excescence after the prefix ḷ- according to Conrady’s law (Conrady 1896: 59, Hill 2013: 194) and has no connection to the ḷ in the present of ᴰ茚un 'subdue', which derives from ᴰ茚un through voicing alternation (cf. Hill 2014). (3) Wolfenden denies that Tib. ᴸ.libs brygad 'eight' and Chi. ᴰ̊̑̊̄ Serialization 'p-ret 'id.' (20-14a) are cognate. Noting that ᴰ̊̑̊̄ Serialization also writes a word with the meaning 'divide', he puts 'eight' in the same word family as ᴰ̊̑̊̄ Serialization ᴱbket < *N-pret 'be separated (intric.)' (20-15a) and half a dozen other words (1938: 167). He connects Tib. ᴸ.libs brygad 'eight' to a distinct set of words to do with cutting, such as Chi. ᴰ̊̑̊̄ Serialization ᴱbket < *bket 'cut, carve' (20-15f) (1938: 168). Wolfenden's exercise to divide Tib. ᴸ.libs brygad 'eight' and Chi. ᴰ̊̑̊̄ Serialization brygad 'eight' (20-14a) into separate word families, he presents as the paragon of the word family methodology. Nonetheless, most avowed practitioners of the word family method continue to see these two words as cognate without compunction (cf. Matisoff 2003: 151, Gong 2002[1995]: 107, Schuessler 2007: 152).

affixations in Indo-European are precisely allofams. To explore this proposal witness the following family of words from the appendix of the *American Heritage Dictionary* pointed to by the reviewer.


These reconstructed forms (in our notation *Ṇek*, *Ṇok*-*, *Ṇok*-eh-, *Ṇek*-es-) and the English words that flow from them constitute a word family *sensu lato* since they ultimately go back to the same root. However, it is not obvious that anything is gained if the reconstructed forms and the English words are called allofams; the relation between the proto-forms and the attested forms remains obscure, as does the relation among the different proto-forms. Instead of revealing the system(s), mechanism(s) and change(s) that generated these variously related forms, to dub them a word family risks to lump the words together in neglect of their individual etymologies and systematic relations.

Let us consider this Indo-European ‘word family’ with a look first at the proto-forms, before turning to the etymologies of the individual English words. The root *Ṇek* (attested in the verbal system as a reduplicated thematic aorist *Ṇe-Ṇk*-e/o- > Skt. ávocat, Gk. ἐπίσω ἐπον ‘said’) forms a root noun of the o/e-type *Ṇok*-/*Ṇek*- ‘voice, word’ with the rectus stem attested in Lat. vóx, Gk. ἔψ ὀψ etc. and obliquus *Ṇek*- in Av. vac-. The form *Ṇok*-eh-, is a so-called transponat, a mechanical back-projection into the sound system of PIE, based on the denominative verb Latin vocáre which presupposes a noun *wok*-ā- ‘saying’ for Proto-Italic. Since there is otherwise no trace of a *wok*-ā- ‘saying’ it should not be reconstructed for PIE solely on the basis of Italic, however, the morphological devices of *R(o)-eh*-nouns and denominative verbs thereof are of Indo-European provenance. The form *Ṇek*-es- belongs to an originally proterokinetic s-stem *Ṇék*-os-/*Ṇek*-ēs- attested in Skt. vácas- and Gk. ἔπος ἑπό ‘speech’. Therefore, the only “variants” of the root *Ṇek* in the PIE nominal system are found in two different and well-defined morphological contexts: on the one hand the root noun, and on the other hand, the s-stem. Turning to the English words (<- means borrowed): VOCAL ← OFr. vocal ← Lat. vócālis; VOICE ← OFr. voiz < Lat. vocem VOWEL ← OFr. voieul < Lat. vócālis; CALLIOPE ← latinized Gk. Καλλιόπη Kalliópē; VOCABLE ← MFr. vocable ← Lat. vocābulum; VOCATION ← OFr. vocacion ← Lat. vocātiōnem; VOUCH ← Anglo-Franch voucher ← OFr. vacher < Gallo-Roman voticāre metathesized from Lat. vocitāre; ADVOCATE ← Lat. advocātus; AVOCATION ← Lat. advocātiōnem; CONVOKE ← MFr. convoquer ← Lat. convocāre; EQUIVOCAL ← Late Latin æquívocus; EVOKE ← Fr. évoquer ← Lat. évocāre; INVOKE ← OFr. invoquer ← Lat. invocāre; PROVOKE ← OFr. provoker ← Lat. próvocāre; REVOKE ← OFr. revoquer ← Lat. revocāre; UNIVOCAL formed on the basis of vocal and Latin ūnivocus; EPIC ← Lat. épicus ← Gk. ἔπικος epikós; EPOS ← Gk. ἔπος épos; EPOPEE ← Fr. épopeé ← Gk. ἔποποια epopoïa; ORTHOEPI ← Gk.

---

6 This section assumes familiarity with the *termini techni* of Indo-European linguistics. For the reader’s convenience an overview of Indo-European ablaut and the comparative method is included in an appendix.
Himalayan declensional European protolanguage to have left sufficient, even if very fragmentary traces in attested languages. The terms of for apparent explanation using combinations of derivation, analog

Alan Nussbaum (1986) sets up 12 related Indo-European words ‘head’, ‘horn’, ‘skull’ etc., but across 293 dense pages, he explains each of them one by one as ultimately deriving from the single word *kér-₂ ‘head-bone (material)’, using combinations of derivation, analogy, and semantic change, as the case may be.

These Indo-European case studies make clear that in order to advance the kind of explanations that account for apparently intractable proto-variation, it is necessary for the morphological alternations posited in the protolanguage to have left sufficient, even if very fragmentary traces in attested languages. The terms of the Indo-European explanations (proterokinetic and heteroclitic, collective and possessive derivative) refer to attested declensional and derivational patterns. One reason for the prevalence of allofamy in the reconstruction of Trans-Himalayan is probably that morphologically innovative languages (such as Lahu) have played a more substantial

---

7 This pair is Trask’s example of an ‘oblique cognates’ (2000: 235).
8 Cf. also *pet-n-o > OIr. én ‘bird’ and *pet-n-eh₂ > Lat. penna ‘feather’.
9 ON fjordr via Scottish → English firth and via Norwegian → English fford.
role than those (such as Limbu) that retain more inherited patterns. To sum up the immediately foregoing discussion, Matisoff's proposal for 21 variants of 'lung' is not totally unprecedented and unreasonable, but until the forms are rigorously accounted for in an elaborated theory of Trans-Himalayan historical phonology and morphology, they are better called 'problems' rather than 'allofams' and once they are explained to calling them 'allofams' is superfluous.

.1 Seven types of allofams

When Matisoff introduces allofams he is judicious in specifying that it is a cover term for different types of phenomena from well understood morphology to imagined relationships where none exist.

> [W]ord-families are groups of forms which bear a non-fortuitous phonological and semantic relationship to each other. The sound/meaning relationships among the allofams of a word-family may follow a more or less productive pattern, so that in favorable cases the variations may be traced back to systematic (or at least plausible) alternations in the proto-language itself (often involving proto-affixations). In many cases, however, the synchronically observable intra- or inter-lingual allofamy follows no particular pattern that repeats itself elsewhere. This situation may result from conflicting or overlapping morphological processes that obscure each other's outputs, unsystematic or sporadic increments to roots, interference or contamination from genetically unrelated forms, dialect mixture—or of course it is always possible that the forms in question were never co-allofams at all, and their resemblance is entirely specious. (Matisoff 1978:18)

Looked at carefully each allofam tells a story that combines in some measure regular phonology, borrowing, and analogy. Matisoff himself names (1) dialect variation, (2) morphology, and (3) specious resemblance as three types of allofams. As four additional sources of allofams I identify (4) areal words, (5) overlooked sound laws, (6) contamination, and (7) mistaking recent developments for proto-variation. In instances of all seven categories the identification of allofams has prevented the correct identification of the underlying phenomenon.

.1.1 Dialect variation misanalysed as proto-variation

Dialect mixture is a challenge for historical linguistics and often leads to the impression of proto-variation. In English all words that begin with v- are loanwords. For example, the word 'very' comes from Old French *verai 'true' and 'vicar' comes from Latin vicarius 'substitute, deputy' via Old French vicaire. There are however three apparent exceptions to this rule of thumb, 'vane', 'vat', and 'vixen'; these words have the good German cognates Fahne, Fass and Füchsin. With the evidence of the modern languages one might reconstruct *v-/*f- variation in proto-Germanic. Aside from the inelegance of introducing a phonemic contrast to explain three words, Old English confirms an original f- in fana, fæt and fyxan. The reason for the exceptional v- onsets is that these words came into standard English from a southern English dialect which had changed all f's to v's through a regular sound change. In both standard English and the southern English dialect source of these three words sound change operates regularly, but inter-dialect borrowing yields an impression of mercurial sound change and proto-variation.

Sanskrit offers another illustration of dialect borrowing. Sanskrit r- and l- both correspond to both r- and l- in
other Indo-European languages. Thus, in the Sanskrit word *raji* 'direction' an r- corresponds to r- in other languages (Gk. ἐφεύω orégō 'reach', Lat. regō 'guide, steer', Eng. 'right'), but in the word rócate 'it shines' r- corresponds to l- in other languages (Hitt. lukezzi 'kindles', Toch. lyuketär 'lights up'; also Gk. λευκός leukós 'bright', Latin lúx 'light', Eng. 'light'). In the Sanskrit loka 'world, realm' an l- corresponds to l- in other languages (Lat. lúcus 'sacred grove', Lith. laūkas 'field, land'). In the word lohá 'copper' an l- corresponds to r- in other languages (Lat. rūdus 'lump [of bronze]', OCS ruda 'metal'). One could posit proto-variation between *r- and *l- to account for the chaotic correspondences, but this merely disguises a Sanskrit problem as a feature of Indo-European. One could reconstruct four separate origins in Indo-European to explain the four separate correspondences, but such a mechanical approach does not explain why it is only Sanskrit that disagrees with the other languages.

There are also l- and r- doublets (‘allofams’) within Sanskrit, such as riptá, liptá ‘smeared’, rómán-, lómán- ‘hair’ (cf. Irish ruaínneach ‘long hair’), róhita-, lóhita- ‘red’ (cf. Gk. ἐρυθρός eruthrós, Lat. ruber, Eng. ‘red’). Such doublets suggest that Sanskrit is of no value for distinguishing inherited *r- and *l-. Even without further evidence one would be entitled to posit some kind of dialect mixture. A close examination of textual attestations shows that r- is more prevalent in older and more western documents whereas l- is more typical outcome of the East and in younger documents (Fortson 2010: 204 §10.8, 211 §10.34).

Such cases of dialect mixture masquerade as a challenge to the exceptionlessness of sound change, but Campbell makes the fundamental methodological point with reference to dialect mixture in Norman French.

While these words are exceptions to strict exceptionlessness of sound change, we cannot explain their individual histories, that they are exceptions, without reference to the sound change. (Campbell 2004: 215).

It is only a methodological commitment to exceptionlessness that allows potential exceptions to be discovered and explained. The neo-grammian hypothesis of exceptionless sound change is less a hypothesis which itself must be tested and more a research axiom which allows one to test hypotheses about the histories of languages. This axiom is rooted in sound *laws* that are scientific laws *stricto sensu* since they are governed by physical entities of the auditory and articulatory apparatus as well as the linguistic computational system.10

Dialect variation and exceptionless phonetic changes are two ways of looking at the same phenomenon. If a wave of linguistic change passes through a community in an exceptionless fashion, then we have an exceptionless sound law. If a wave of change merely laps up against a language community, sporadically changing the pronunciation of a few words, then it is not a sound law at all, but merely the borrowing of a few words from a neighboring dialect (in which the sound change did occur without exception). The first one is linguistic change *stricto sensu*, the second one is diffusion. Strictly speaking the three English words that have v- rather than f- are not part of the inherited lexicon of Standard English, but rather are loanwords from a southern dialect of English which had changed t- to v-. The contradiction between the wave model and family tree model is only apparent. When doing

---

10See Hale 2007: 124-144.
dialect geography it is useful to locate the geographic diffusion of each feature, but from the perspective of the synchronic linguistic state (état de langue) all sound change is mechanical and exceptionless. Thus, Matisoff’s invocation of the principle ‘chaque mot a son histoire’ (Matisoff 1975: 164) to defend the scarcity of exceptionless sound laws in Benedict’s work does not answer Miller’s criticism.11 Each word has its own history; some words are inherited, some borrowed, some affect by this sound change, some by that one, some analogically altered, etc. The duty of the historical linguistic is to trace these histories one by one with exceptionless sound changes as his primary investigatory tool. Words have their own histories because each suffers the vicissitudes of history as befits it, not because each can idiosyncratically exempt itself from the inexorable flow of time, yielding the “sporadic survival of rare, unshifted sounds” (Matisoff 1975: 164 approvingly quoting Miller’s 1974: 199 paraphrase of Benedict).

Within the Trans-Himalayan family Chinese provides a good example of inter-dialect borrowing. A Chinese character generally contains two components, one that gives a hint to the pronunciation of the character and one that helps to distinguish this character semantically from other characters with the same pronunciation. The phonetic components refer to the pronunciation at the time of the script’s invention or codification. At times the same phonetic component is used both for words that end in Middle Chinese with -j and those that end in Middle Chinese with final -n (e.g. 24-35d 難 nan, and 24-35l 長 nef). One must presume that at the time the characters were coined both readings ended with the same consonant. The original final cannot be either -n or -j because there are series of characters with shared phonetic components where all of the readings are -n (e.g. 24-23a 長 tanX < *tˤanʔ, 24-23g 鯉 trjenX < *tranʔ, 24-23l 鰻 tsyen < *tan) and others where all of the readings are -j (e.g. 18-18a 麻 mae < *C.mˤaj, 18-18c 齋 maH < *mˤajs, 18-18f 磨 ma < *mˤaj, 18-18g 麦 mje < *C.maj).

Starostin’s solution is that in these cases the original final consonant is -r and that in Western Chinese it changed to -n but in eastern China -r changed to -j (1989: 400). This dialect variation is explicitly discussed in Han dynasty scholarly works. For example, in a commentary on the Lûshì chūnqì the scholar 高誘 Gāoyòu (floruit c. 200 CE) wrote that “the people of 兖州 Yánzhōu [in modern-day Shāndōng providence] all pronounce the clan-name 殷 Yin as 衣 Yi” (Baxter 1992: 295, bracketed comments are Baxter’s). Any comparison of Chinese to other languages which relies on Old Chinese reconstructions that do not make use of Starostin’s insight will discover variation between -n and -j, but this variation is of no comparative value.

Dialect variation within Tibetan has led both Conrady and Matisoff astray. Conrady reconstructs Tibetan རྟ་ rta ‘horse’ as *rtag, pointing to the Gtsaṅ dialect form རྟེའུ་ rteḥu based on the pronunciation of the latter in this dialect (Hill 2009: 122, Hill 2011a: 119-120).

*This phrase is normally credited to Jules Gilliéron, but Campbell credits it to Hugo Schuchardt (2004: 212-213) and Joseph traces it even further back to Grimm (2002: 50).
Matisoff cites Tibetan མི་་ལ་ 'good' (2003: 51) as evidence for a reconstructed root *l(y)ak ~ *l(y)aŋ ~ *m-d(y)ak; Jäschke, Matisoff’s source, explicitly gives this word as a vulgar pronunciation of འཇག་ ’good’ (1881: 174). Matisoff has projected variation among Tibetan dialects into proto-Trans-Himalayan.

.1.2 Morphology misanalysed as proto-variation

English exhibits an alternation between -s- and -r- in pairs of words such as ‘was’ and ‘were’, ‘lose’ and ‘forlorn’, or ‘freeze’ and ‘frore’.” German normally confirms the variant with -r- (war, verlieren, frieren), but rarely shows variation itself, as in the stems of the verb erkiesen (archaic), erkor, erkoren ‘choose’, for which English has only -s-. If today’s German and English were the only two attested Germanic languages such cases or -r/-s- variation would be prime candidates for allofams in proto-Germanic. These alternations are however not evidence of proto-variation, but instead are the final remnants of a once regular pattern. The pattern is still clear in the principal parts of Old English verbs, thus freosan, freas, froren ‘freeze’, ceosan, ceas, coren ‘choose’, forléosan, forlēas, forluron ‘lose’. The alternations originally arose as an effect of Verner’s law (Fortson 2010: 341, 345-346). An exceptionless phonetic change gave rise to a morphological pattern which through late analogical leveling has led to the impression of proto-variation.

This example showcases the importance of synchronically irregular morphology for restoring the regular morphological system of an earlier stage. Whereas for phonology it is regular phonological correspondences that are paramount, “les procédés particuliers d’expression de la morphologie” are “ce qui est probant pour établir la continuité entre une « langue commune » et une langue ultérieure” (Meillet 1925: 25). Many allofams are probably remnants of ancient morphology.

Guillaume Jacques has taken up the search for irregular morphology among the Trans-Himalayan daughter languages. In 2007 he identified a pattern in personal pronouns. Chang Naga and Southern Qiang exhibit the same pattern of stem suppletion in the first person pronoun. In Chang Naga the casus recti are formed from yô and the casus obliqui are formed from kr- in Southern Qiang the casus recti are formed from ya and the casus obliqui from qa (Jacques 2007). This discovery provides a useful model for explaining the existence of two first person singular stems in Tibetan ང་ na and kho.13

As pointed out by Rolf Stein, prefixes and suffixes are morphology, and as morphology they have functions that can be examined through the close examination of textual passages; they are not wild-cards.

Le rôle des pré- et suffixes dans la sémantique est certain, mais la recherche devra considérer chaque cas en particulier. Aussi faut-il avoir recours non pas seulement au collationnement des lexiques, mais encore à l’analyse des textes. (Stein 1941: 206)

Until more work is done on Trans-Himalayan morphology on the basis of languages such as those of the Kiranti

---

13 The stem kho- is seen in བོ་ kho-bo ’I’ (male speaker) and བོ། kho-mo ’I’ (female speaker).
and Rgyalrongic subbranches, one may expect to see much apparent proto-variation as the residue of moribund or defunct morphology. Handel makes a similar point in his characterization of the state of the art.

One of the great challenges in Sino-Tibetan linguistics is to uncover the various morphological processes operating in the different languages and subgroups, thus identifying root morphemes. This will, on the one hand, allow us to better explain what is now simply identified as ‘variation’ and, on the other hand, permit a more precise specification of sound laws and sound correspondences. (Handel 2008: 425-426)

To paraphrase, the sooner the discipline replaces a search for allofams with a search for sound laws, the more it will flourish.

1.3 Non-etymological resemblance misedanalysed as proto-variation

Two words sometimes appear similar in meaning and in phonetic shape, but no known process accounts for their relationship. A well-known example is Latin deus ‘god’ and Greek ὥν theós ‘god’, which seem as if they must be cognate, but they are not (Fortson 2010: 25). Similarly, Latin habeo and English have are nearly identical in form and meaning, but they reconstruct to separate Indo-European roots *keh₂p (Lat. capio, Eng. ‘have’) and *gʰeHbʰ (Lat. habeo, Eng. ‘give’). The temptation may remain to regard *keh₂p and *gʰeHbʰ as allofams, but no known process in Indo-European relates them. Whether the phonetic and semantic similarity of these roots is pure coincidence, or whether it is due to some obscure morphological process is not relevant until this process emerges into the light. Both roots are supported by cognates in daughter languages and nothing would be clarified by presenting them together as *keh₂p and *gʰeHbʰ. If some scholar is able to relate them in a way that also solves seemingly unrelated problems—the ultimate test of a good hypothesis—then let such a scholar step forward. Until such a time, they are separate roots, plain and simple.

The method of allofams permits non-etymological resemblances to pass as cognates. Matisoff chides Miller for proposing that Burmese နာန် ‘ill’, နူန် ‘leprosy’, and နီန် ‘red’ are related and he facetiously proposes an English word family of ‘spit’, ‘split’, ‘slit’, ‘shit’ (1978: 46). Although Matisoff makes clear that he does not accept Miller’s proposed word family, he does not discuss in methodological terms how an investigator who employs allofams among his conceptual tools is able to avoid collecting the wrong would-be allofams. Miller’s proposals are not prima facie more ridiculous than Wolfenden’s association of ‘subdue’ and ‘melt’ or ‘eight’ with words for cutting (vide supra). I am aware of no explicit discussions in the literature concerning how to adjudicate proposals of word family membership.

Matisoff himself has at times proposed invalid word family relationships on the basis of non-etymological resemblance. For example, he reconstructs a word *l-tsyak ‘iron’ to account for Tibetan ལྕགས་ lcags ‘iron’ and Burmese ယံ yak ‘bit (bridle)’ (2003: 317). Native Burmese words do not begin with voiced stops, the semantics of the comparison are weak, and ‘iron’ is too recent a technology to be of Trans-Himalayan provenance (cf. Wagner
1993: 52-96)." Exceptionless sound laws provide a measure by which proposed cognates may either be accepted or rejected; allofams provide no such explicit means to exclude non-etymological resemblance.

### 1.4 Areal words misanalysed as proto-variation

When a new product or technology is discovered or popularized the word for it is often borrowed and re-borrowed quickly and widely such that it is difficult to establish exactly which language borrowed it from where. This phenomenon is well known in modern languages, as the forms of 'tea' and 'metro' in European languages attests; the same phenomenon has occurred since the dawn of time. Although Indo-European languages have very similar looking words for 'wine' the reconstructible ancestors of various languages differ in detail (Gk. ὁλός [w]οίνος < *μοίθνο, Lat. vinum < *μιθήνο, Hitt. wiyana- < *μιθήνο, Arm. gini < *μιθήνιεύ-). This apparent variation, particularly in light of similar words in Semitic (Arabic wayn, Hebrew yayin) and Kartvelian (Georgian ɣvino, Laz ɣuini) suggests that these many forms reflect an areal term that spread along with the technology (Beekes 1987, Rubio 1999: 8, Hock & Joseph 2009: 483, Fortson 2010: 42).

Matisoff reconstructs a Sino-Tibetan word *s/m-ra-ŋ 'horse' to account for Bur. ᶠmedicine mrǝnŋ, OTib. ᶸ=r mman, and Chi. म्यो maeX < *m-raŋ? (01-73a) 'horse' (2003: 177). With the notation *s/m-ra-ŋ Matisoff appears to propose that *sraŋ, *sra, *mraŋ, *raŋ were all valid pronunciations for 'horse' in the proto-language; six somewhat similar words for horse showing no semantic differentiation among them in a single synchronic system is to my knowledge unprecedented. This proposed cognate set violates the normal correspondence of Chinese *mr- to Tibetan br-, known as 'Simon's law' (e.g. Tib. ᶧ=s braň 'fly, bee' and Chi. 蝶 ying < *mrąŋ [06-24a] 'fly' or Tib. ᵃ=s braľ 'snake' and Chi. 革 xjavX < *mr[u]ŋ? [27-19a], cf. Hill 201b: 448-449) and also shows an irregular correspondence among the finals; Chinese rising tone (X < *?) normally corresponds to Tibetan open syllables (e.g. Tib. ᶧ= lha 'live' and Chi. 五 nguX < *Cŋ'ia < [01-29a] 'live', Tib. ᵃ=kha 'bitter' and Chi. 苦 khuX < *krŋa? [01-01u] 'bitter', or Tib. ᶧ= lta 'look at' and Chi. 亜 tuX < *t'ia? [01-38c'] 'see'). These phonetic irregularities in the word for 'horse' alone suggest that it may be a Wanderwort and not a cognate set reconstructible to the proto-language. Considerations of material culture change the supposition that 'horse' is a Wanderwort into a certainty. Because horses appear in the Chinese archeological record around 1250 BCE during the 舜 Shàng, China's first historic dynasty (Anthony 2007: 456-457; Li & Chen 2012: 111-113), it is not possible that the proto-language had a word for 'horse'. The irregular sound correspondences observed in Wanderwörter leads to an appearance of

---

4Tib. ḥthu 'iron' is probably related to Chi. 鐵 thet < *pik (1256b) 'iron' in so far as they are both instances of the same Wanderwort that is also present in Tai (cf. Schuessler 2007: 497). Chang Kun (1972) also made the mistake of proposing that 'iron' was an inherited word.

5A reviewer wondered whether Lat. vinum, might also descend from *μιθήνο, but the Latin form together with Faliscan vino, Umbrian vino, and Volscian vino all point to Proto-Italic *wino- < *μιθήνο-. In particular, Lat. vinum is not from *μιθήνο- because of the Sabellic cognates. Proto-Sabellic preserves Proto-Italic diphthongs. The i in Umbrian cannot go back to *oi, which would have given *o and in turn u, cf. unus 'one' (Lat. unus) vel sim..
variation in the proto-language, if one fails to distinguish such Wanderwörter from inherited vocabulary.

### 1.5 Overlooked sound laws

The interchange between Sagart and Matisoff over the question of whether Burmese w- corresponds to Tibetan g- is an illustrative example of how recourse to allofams prevents one from noticing sound laws, and thereby impedes progress. Sagart presents the evidence of Figure 1 (slightly amended), writing that Matisoff “has missed a sound correspondence” (2006: 211).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tibetan</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Burmese</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>གོ་</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>ཀོ་</td>
<td>wa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>གྲོ་མ་</td>
<td>gro-ma</td>
<td>ཀ་</td>
<td>wa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ལྷ་མེ་</td>
<td>sgor-mo</td>
<td>ཀ་</td>
<td>wa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 1: Sagart’s examples of Tib. g- corresponding to WBur. w-*

After dismissing ‘round’ on the grounds that he prefers to compare Written Burmese ཀོ་ སངས་སྲིན་ to Mizo val, Matisoff admits that the comparison of Tibetan གོ་མ་ to Written Burmese ཀ་ “looks good, but the only way to make sense of it is to assume a form like *grwa (173–174), which was treated by W[ritten ]B[urmese] as if it had a double prefix, *g-r-” (2007: 437–438). Sagart paraphrases “Burmese has ‘treated g and r as prefixes’ (understand: has lost g- and -r as a result of untold, random processes), so that only w- remains” (2008: 154). Matisoff’s account is manifestly not the only way to make sense of the comparison of Tibetan གོ་མ་ and Written Burmese ཀ་; an alternative is to posit a segment, such as a labiovelar, or w- itself that regularly changed into g- in Tibetan and w- in Burmese. To dismiss Tibetan གོ་ ‘space’, Matisoff simply writes that it “is clearly part of the same word-family as sgo ‘door’ and that it “seems likely that this is somehow related to *m-ka “door”, no doubt via an intermediate form like *-kwa or *-gwa” (2007: 438). By positing གོ་ as a member of a word family and speculating about how it may be related to a number of starred forms, the justification for which is not provided, Matisoff dismisses Sagart’s proposed sound law, concluding “there is no reason at all to think that *w- > W[ritten ]T[ibetan] gr- or g-.” (2007: 438). The same method, positing different word families for the two members of a comparison and thereby dismissing the comparison, is also what led Wolfenden to dismiss Tibetan བྲགྲལ་ and Chinese བི་ དཔེ་< *pʰret (20-14a) ‘eight’ as cognates (vide supra). At least in this interchange between Sagart and Matisoff, allofams appear to serve the function off shutting down scholarly inquiry rather than advancing it.”

---

6Consider Proto-Indo-European *u > g in Armenian (e.g. Armenian gor ‘work’ versus English work, Armenian get ‘river’ versus English water, cf. Schmitt 1986: 69) or *w > gu in Romance borrowings from Germanic, e.g. French guerre < Frankish *werra ‘war’, French guise < Frankish *wisa (cf. Old High German wīsa, Old English wise) ‘manner’

7Matisoff complains that Sagart “puts my term ‘allofams’ ... in shudder-quotes throughout, perhaps because he thinks the concept ... is unworthy of serious discussion” (2007: 439). This objection is surprising given Matisoff’s own use of quotes to
Let us stay for a moment with ‘eight’. Indo-European *h₁ōktōu becomes Old English eahta ‘eight’, Latin octō, and Sanskrit aṣṭāu, according to regular and explicitly named sound laws. In contrast, it is unclear how Matisoff’s reconstruction *b-r-gyat ‘eight’ yields such forms as Tibetan སྒྲིག་ brgyad, Written Burmese မျိုး rhac, Jingpho m₄tsát, Chokri Naga totha, and Mizo pariat. Conversely, it is unclear what leads Matisoff to reconstruct *b-r-gyat, rather than *m-t-ryat, *par-g-tsats or one of many other potential proposals. Matisoff’s own remark is that the “reflexes of this phonologically complex numeral are predictably varied” (2003: 151).

There are sound laws at work in the story of Sino-Tibetan ‘eight’. In particular, Li Fang-Kuei, comparing Tibetan སྒྲིག་ brgyad ‘eight’ to Chinese ꩙ peat < *pʰret (20-14a) ‘eight’, proposed that the -g- witnessed in Tibetan is epenthetic (Li 1959: 59; Hill 2011: 447-448). Comparison to Old Burmese ཡས་ rhyat (Nishi 1999: 47) rather than Written Burmese ཡས་ rhac further improves the situation.

Reconstructed words of a reconstructed language consist of reconstructed segments. The comparison of a word in one language (e.g. English ‘day’) with a word in another language (e.g. German Tag), with knowledge of the sound laws relating the two languages allows one to reconstruct their ancestor (Germanic *dagaz). In contrast, by “the mere collation of a ‘word family’ in one language with one in another we will fail to establish correspondences between the languages compared, and we will not succeed in elucidating the character of their proto-language” (Nishida 1977: 9). To give a concrete example, if like Wolfenden one compares all at once the Tibetan words नु ‘subdue’ / ‘be tamed’, झुग्दा ‘melted’, and झु ‘melt, digest’ with Jinghpaw τᵣ ‘dissolve, melt’ (1937: 640), it is not possible to decide whether the proto-language had a final *-n or not (see note 4). It is impossible to decide whether the ancestral lexeme began with t-, c- or z-. Only by pairwise equations of words in cognate languages is it possible to identify correspondence patterns and “gerade Lautensprechungsgesetze sind doch die Grundlage jeder Weiterforschung und darum das Ziel, dem vor allen Dingen zuzustreben ist” (Conrady 1896: viii).

### 1.6 Contamination

Words of closely associated meaning may phonetically influence each other in a way that is not easy to model with...
four-part analogy. A famous example is the irregular development of Modern English female under the influence of male. In another example, Indo-European *kʷetwṓr ‘four’ irregularly became Proto-Germanic *petwṓr > *fædwṓr (Go. fædwǫr, OEEng. fœower) under the influence of the *p~ in *pénkʷe ‘five’ (Gk. πέντε pénte, Skt. pāñca, Lithuanian penki). In neither of these two cases of contamination is variation in the proto-language the correct explanation.

Matisoff reconstructs Tibeto-Burman *l/b-ŋa ‘five’, with proto-variation between the initials *l- and *b- (2003: 149); it is more likely that only the lateral initial is correct (Tib. ཨ lṅa, Dakpa leṃge) and that forms such as Mizo pàṅgá ‘five’ are contaminated by the labial initial inherited in the word for ‘four’ (Mizo pà-lí, Tib. ི bži < *bdi, Kuröp błe). In this way, contamination explains away another alofam and rids the proto-language of unnecessary variation.

1.7 Misanalysed language internal developments

The philological study of classical languages has served as the bedrock of Indo-European comparative linguistics. Indo-Europeanists acquire a reading knowledge of most of the older languages in the family, including Greek, Latin, Sanskrit, Hittite, Old Church Slavonic, Old Irish and so on. In the Trans-Himalayan family Tibetan, Burmese, Chinese, Tangut, Newar, Meithei, and Lepcha count among the early attested languages. Benedict and Matisoff cite words from Tibetan, Burmese, and Chinese but make essentially no use of the other early attested languages. Their use of Tibetan, Burmese, and Chinese does not extend to the consultation of primary documents.20

Despite the availability of good philological studies and a number of glossaries of Old Tibetan, Matisoff does not make use of data from this early stage of the language. This negligence has concrete effects; Matisoff proposes a root *b-ray ‘draw / write’ “on the basis of Tibetan allofams like ḥbri-ba ‘draw, write’, bris ‘a picture’ on the one hand, and ris ‘figure, form, design’ and ri-mo ‘id.’ on the other” (2003: 132). The Old Tibetan conjugation of the verb is སྲི་ ḥdri (present), ལེ་ bris (past), སྲི་ bṛi (future), མེ་ ris (imperative), with root ṛi; the present form སྲི་ ḥbri, which Matisoff cites, is a later development (Hill 2005). The noun ལེ་ bris ‘a picture, i.e. that which has been drawn’ is a nominalized form of the past stem ལེ་ bris. Thus, no Tibetan evidence supports a *b- in Matisoff’s reconstruction *b-ray.

In another case Matisoff proposes that Tibetan ཞེས་ gsal ‘clear’ derives from *sal (2003: 405). However, Classical Tibetan s- reflects a merger of Old Tibetan sts- and s-. Examples such སྲི་བཙུན་ bṣtsal ‘clear away all sins’ (IOL Tib J 751, f. 40v, l. 1) and སྲི་ སྲི་ སྲེ་ bṣtsalte ‘completely clear away all hindrances’ (PT 16, f. 29r, l. 2) show that the etymological root for this word is

---

20Chang says of Benedict 1972 that forms “gleaned at random from dictionaries and taken at face value are the extent of the written Tibetan data” (1973: 336); because of this reliance on dictionaries in an interview Li describes the reconstructions of Benedict and Matisoff as “junk” (1988: 68).
√stsal rather than √sal; the reconstruction ∗sal cannot be correct.” In sum, some allofams disappear when one considers in the light of philological evidence; a working knowledge of the primary and secondary literature of classical languages is necessary in the work of reconstruction.

.2 Conclusion

The foregoing discussion has shown that allofamy is not necessary to describe the inheritance of cognate linguistic forms from a reconstructed ancestor, either in Indo-European or in Trans-Himalayan. Things that have been called allofams can be classified into at least seven different types according to the historical processes that gave rise to the apparent variation. The apparent cases of allofams must be scrutinized, one by one, to identify the specific historical process that gave rise to each. The conclusion that Trans-Himalayan linguistics should follow the Neogrammarian programme is not novel. In a passage already quoted earlier, Conrady, the founder of our discipline, writes that “Lautentsprechungsgesetze sind doch die Grundlage jeder Weiterforschung und darum das Ziel, dem vor allen Dingen zuzustreben ist” (Conrady 1896: viii). Also, a number of researchers over the decades have expressed concern that Trans-Himalayan lacks the rigorous standards of the better studied language families. In a review of Benedict’s Conspectus Roy Andrew Miller draws writes that between “these two extremes—the comparative method with its sound correspondences on the one hand and Benedict and his "generalizations" on the other—we must, in all honesty, recognize the existence of a considerable chasm” (1974: 198-199). Chang Kun similarly cautions that “systematic phonological reconstruction is the first requisite for historical work in linguistics” and points out “its general absence here” (1973: 336).22 Nishida (1977: 9) and G. Starostin (2009) specifically take aim at word families as incompatible with traditional methodology.23

It is only fair to practitioners of word family linguistics to admit that their research has benefited the field enormously. Matisoff’s Sino-Tibetan Etymological Dictionary and Thesaurus (2015) takes Carl Darling Buck’s Dictionary of Selected Synonyms in the Principal Indo-European Languages (1949) as a model, but as the very first effort to systematically draw together the roots of the Trans-Himalayan proto-language a more apt comparison is

---

22Better Burmese philology also has a role to play in improving reconstruction. For example, on the basis of Written Burmese ရှစ် rhac ‘eight’ and ရပ် rap ‘stand’, Matisoff reconstructs Lolo-Burmese as *ʔ-rít and *ʔ-rap (2003: 56, 315), but Old Burmese offers ၾရိွာိ rhyat and ၾရိွာိ ၾရိွာိ rap (Nishi 1974, 1975).

23Matisoff’s reply to Miller evinces a lack of enthusiasm for the principle of the exceptionlessness of sound laws (Ausnahmslosigkeit der Lautgesetze); he complains that Miller “likes everything to be super-tidy and super-rigorous” (1975: 165). In 1978 Matisoff devoted a monograph to elaborating an alternative theory of the ‘allofams’ to justify the absence of sound laws in Tibeto-Burman. A quarter of a century later Matisoff writes in his Handbook, “I follow Benedict in caring little for a chimerical methodological purity” (Matisoff 2003: 9). In a reply to Sagart’s review of this book, Matisoff complains that Sagart “can’t seem to accept the fact that not everything can be known about ‘regular sound correspondences’ at this stage. I have earned the right to make occasional educated guesses” (2007: 437).

24Haudricourt’s (1954a and 1954b) explanation of tonogenesis in the history of Chinese is a famous example of traditional methodology with reference to East Asian languages, and shows that application of the method does lead to interesting ad important discoveries.
August Friedrich Pott’s *Etymologische Forschungen auf dem Gebiete der indogermanischen Sprachen* (1833-6). Reporting a comparison inherited from his teacher Franz Bopp, Pott included Latin *deus* and Greek ἥθεος *theós* as cognates of Sanskrit *deva* ‘god’, although noting the phonological irregularity (Davies 1998: 173-174). Scholars such as Theodor Benfey (1837) and Georg Curtius (1862) slowly brought the opinio communis to reject this proposal, with Max Müller holding on to the defunct comparison as late as 1875. The power of the comparative method is to show that obvious looking cognates such as these are in fact impossible; *deus* and ἥθεος *theós* are now the textbook example. The allofams approach, by accepting word families as given before turning to cross linguistic comparison, will never reach the point of being able to reject obvious looking cognates. As a discipline and a community we can recognize this methodological failing and together slowly move from the phase of Pott to the phase of Buck and Pokorny (1959), without this transition in any way implying ingratitude or disrespect for our Pott.

Irregularities in sound change and internal variation in proto-languages are there to be beheld as brute facts, they are not methodological insights worthy of incorporation into the practice of historical linguistics. Research on Indo-European and other well studied language families has proceeded unimpeded without recourse to allofams. The reason is that ‘problems’ is a better name than ‘allofams’ and one which encourages rather than discourages scrutiny. The medical establishment finds it easier to tell parents that their newborns have fallen pray to ‘sudden infant death syndrome’ than to admit that they have suddenly died without explanation. In a similar fashion, reconstructions such as *(s/-ʔ-)p-/b-/w-u/i(·)-k* ‘belly’ provide no insight into the systematic relationships among the daughter languages presumed to continue it. If the current state of knowledge does not permit one to reconstruct proto-forms that lead regularly to attested forms, then it is irresponsible to reconstruct proto-forms at all. As Wittgenstein tells us, that which one cannot speak about must be passed over in silence. Matisoff warns that “the analyst must be on his guard lest he be seduced into facile speculation about possible allofamic relationships” (1978: 45); one should go further and encourage the analyst to desist from allofamic speculation altogether.

### 3 Appendix: a précis of the comparative method and Indo-European ablaut

The comparative method is the primary research tool in historical linguistics, although many handbooks amply teach and discuss this method, the technique’s lack of prominence in Trans-Himalayan research is reason enough to describe the method again here in more detail. The well-known history of Grimm’s law is a clear and traditional means to exhibit the method and its benefits. This law, named after Jakob Grimm (1785–1863), although earlier

---

24Malkiel (1954), who uses the term ‘word family’ in reference to the Romance languages without citing any predecessors for this terminology, appears exactly to regard the ‘member of a word family’ as a synonym for ‘problem’. Rhetorically asking how to classify variants he answers that the “aim should be to arrange these variants in such a way as to reconcile their assumed sequence in time and space with the known hard facts of historical grammar, which, to be valid, must be based on reliable equations” (1954: 267).

25For recent treatments see Weiss 2014 and Hale 2014.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Cl. Greek</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>PGmc</th>
<th>PIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pát, pad-</td>
<td>παύς, παῦ-</td>
<td>pés, ped-</td>
<td>foot</td>
<td>*fōt</td>
<td>*pod-, ped-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tráyas</td>
<td>τρέξ</td>
<td>trēs</td>
<td>three</td>
<td>*priz</td>
<td>*trejes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śvá, sán-</td>
<td>κώνων κιόν</td>
<td>canis</td>
<td>hound</td>
<td>*hundaz</td>
<td>*kio-, *kun-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>katará</td>
<td>πότερο πότερο</td>
<td>quo-</td>
<td>whether</td>
<td>*hʷaṃraž</td>
<td>*kʷ-ọ-tero-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daśan</td>
<td>देखा देका</td>
<td>decem</td>
<td>ten</td>
<td>*tehun</td>
<td>*dêkm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jánāti</td>
<td>γιγνώσκα γί-γνόσκό</td>
<td>gnoscō</td>
<td>know</td>
<td>*knēanā</td>
<td>√γneas,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jiva-</td>
<td>βίος</td>
<td>vivus</td>
<td>quick</td>
<td>*kʷikʰaz</td>
<td>*gʷih, mu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhrātṛ</td>
<td>φράτρ τράτερ</td>
<td>frater</td>
<td>brother</td>
<td>*bʰrōþer</td>
<td>*bʰrēh,tër</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da-dhāṭi</td>
<td>द्विन्ध-नित्थीम</td>
<td>faciō</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>*dō-</td>
<td>√dʰeḥ,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hamsá</td>
<td>χάν ὑέν</td>
<td>ānser (&lt; *hānser)</td>
<td>goose</td>
<td>*gans</td>
<td>*gʷans-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hanti</td>
<td>θείνω θείνω</td>
<td>-fendō</td>
<td>bane</td>
<td>*banō</td>
<td>√bʰeŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The agreement of Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, etc. on the value of a given segment against the testimony of languages such as German and English reveals the characteristic of Germanic as a family, hence Grimm's law is also called the first Germanic sound shift.

In 1862 Carl Lottner (1834-1873) catalogued the exceptions to Grimm's law. Two readers of his paper discovered patterns among these irregularities. The exceptionlessness of the resulting restatement of Grimm's law stunned the world and resulted in a generation of younger scholars, the Neogrammarians (Junggrammatiker), who embraced the exceptionlessness of sound laws as a principle of their discipline, and brought historical linguistics to a new height of precision and rigor. Among Lottner's exceptions Hermann Grassmann (1809-1877) noticed cases where Sanskrit and Greek lack the aspiration that would be predicted on the basis of Germanic forms (1863). Thus, the English word 'grab' predicts a Sanskrit form beginning with *gʰ-, but the actual Sanskrit word is grabh-, and the English word 'bid (at an auction)' predicts a Greek form with *bʰ- (> pʰ), but the actual Greek word is πεύθομαι peúthomai. The explanation is that Greek and Sanskrit, independently of each other, do not permit roots with two aspirates, and when these would occur the aspiration is lost from the earlier consonant in the word (i.e. pre-Sanskrit *gʰrabʰ- > Sanskrit grabh, pre-Greek *bʰeυdʰ > *pʰeυdʰ > Greek πεύθομαι peúthomai). Among Lottner's exceptions that remained after Grassman's amelioration, Karl Verner (1846-1896) noticed words where the Germanic consonant was voiced rather than voiceless as predicted by Grimm's law:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Cl. Greek</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>PIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>upāri</td>
<td>ṕa-ℏ-u-pér</td>
<td>s-uper</td>
<td>over /ˈauva(ʔ)/</td>
<td>*upér</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pitār</td>
<td>pa-þh patér</td>
<td>pater</td>
<td>father /ˈfætə(ʔ)/</td>
<td>*ph₃-tér</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satām</td>
<td>ēkṣatōn he-katōn</td>
<td>centum</td>
<td>hundred</td>
<td>*kṃtóm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The explanation is that the unexpected voicing occurs if the segment appears internal to a word and is proceeded

⁶⁷Note that the segment *b is notoriously weakly attested in the phonological system of the Indo-European proto-language and it is therefore difficult to find equations with all the classical Indo-European languages. Comparanda with non-initial *b are be PIE Vlepv Latin labium : PGmc. *lepv- in English lip.
by an unstressed vowel, as seen in the Sanskrit cognates (1877). The statement of this conditioning environment is subtle; it relates voicing in Germanic to Sanskrit accentuation. The success with which Verner solved the remaining exceptions to Grimm’s serves as a paragon toward which researchers strive, as much now as in Verner’s day.

If Grassmann and Verner had been content to remark on the interesting ‘internal variations’ Proto-Indo-European must have possessed, they would not have achieved these discoveries. Another case in point of neogrammarian exceptionless rigor concerning morphophonology of proto-languages is the systematization of varying allomorphs, especially in the sphere of ablaut. The PIE root *sed ‘sit’, for example, is reflected in e-grade full-grade *sed- in English ‘sit’ (cf. Latin sedere ‘to sit’, Greek εἶδρα ‘seat’), in the o-grade full-grade *sod- in English ‘sat’, in the lengthened (or long) e-grade *sød- in English ‘seat’ (cf. Latin sēdēs ‘seat’), in the lengthened (or long) o-grade *sōd- in Old English sōt > English ‘soot’ (stuff that sits on something), and, finally, the zero-grade *sd- in *ni-sd-o- > English ‘nest’ (cf. Skt. nīda ‘resting place’ and ni sad ‘to settle down’). Each of these ablaut grades have specific functions and morphophonological environments that can be systematically reconstructed using the comparative method for the Indo-European (and Germanic) proto-language based on variation within and among the daughter languages. For example, verbal adjectives formed with the suffix *-to- always trigger zero grade of the root (*gʷm-tó- ‘having come’ > Skt. gatá-, Gk. ἔςτις βάτος, Lat. ventus), whereas singular forms of the perfect always trigger o-grade of the root (*de-dor-k-e ‘has seen’ > Skt. dadárśa, Gk. ἓδερκα δέρκα). The apparent “variation” in the root vowel can therefore be explained in terms of specific morphological functions.

Ablaut as alternation of vowels in the same morpheme that correlates with difference in meaning were well known already at the time of the neogrammarians from languages as different as Sanskrit and Germanic, especially from the verbal system:30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>OHG³⁶</th>
<th>ModGerm</th>
<th>PGmc</th>
<th>PIE</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vártá-mí</td>
<td>wírd-u</td>
<td>werd-e</td>
<td>*werþ-o</td>
<td>*uírt-o</td>
<td>I become</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>va-várt-a</td>
<td>ward</td>
<td>war</td>
<td>*warþ-a</td>
<td>*ue-uírt-e</td>
<td>I became</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>va-vrát-ánás</td>
<td>gi-wo-rt-an</td>
<td>ge-word-en</td>
<td>*wurd-anaz</td>
<td>*úr-ontós</td>
<td>pret.ptcp. become</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From a PIE perspective, the 1sg.prs. has e-grade, 1sg. pret. o-grade, and the pret. ptpc. zero-grade.³⁷ The neogrammarians also knew about ablaut in the nominal system which is evidenced by Brugmann’s Grundriss. The discovery that ablaut in the nominal system, e.g., nom.sg. Gk. ποὺς poús < *pod-s and Lat. nom.sg. pēs < *ped-s, is not due to something like allofamy in the proto-language, but the result of regular morphophonological processes is one of the great feats of Indo-European linguistics in the 20th century. Based on earlier insights by Saussure (1878), Pedersen (1926), Kuryłowicz (1935), and Kuiper (1942), scholars around the Indo-European departments of Erlangen, Vienna, and Harvard systematized ablaut in the nominal system in the second half of the 20th century.³⁸ The basic model is recognized by most scholars of Indo-European linguistics (and is, of course, being further explored and amended) today.³⁹ The basic word structure of Proto-Indo-European nominals is as follows:

³⁶The rule can be formulated as follows: The Proto-Germanic voiceless fricatives *f, *þ, *hʷ (< PIE *p, *t, *k, *kʷ) and *s when immediately following an unstressed syllable in the same word, underwent voicing and became the fricatives *b [β], *d [δ], *g, *gʷ and *z (with the latter rhotizing to r in most of the Germanic daughter languages, see in the main text 4.2).
³⁷For an introduction see Fortson (2010: 75-85 for PIE morphophonology in general, 88-110 for verbal morphology).
³⁸The Old English equivalents are weorfe, wearp, geworden.
³⁹The alternation of the root consonant, called Grammatischer Wechsel, is, of course, due to Verner's law.
In principle the slots root, suffix, and ending are able of ablaut depending on the class. The different classes reconstructed for PIE are called accent-ablaut classes since stress and ablaut interact in various ways. The main division within a paradigm of a PIE nominal is between rectus (or strong) stem, the basis for nominative (sg, du, pl), accusative (sg, du) and vocative (sg, du, pl), and oblique (or weak) stem, the basis for accusative plural and genitive, ablative, dative, instrumental (sg, du, pl). Apart from reduplicated nouns (which are rare), there are three basic nominal stems: root nouns without an overt suffix, thematic nouns with suffixes of the structure -(C)̆(e)C. Different accent-ablaut classes exist in root nouns and thematic nouns. The major classes of root nouns can be schematized in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>reduplication</th>
<th>root</th>
<th>suffix</th>
<th>ending</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(redupl.)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>(S,)*41</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table: Accent-Ablaut Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Rectus Stem</th>
<th>Obliquus Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>o/e-type</td>
<td>R(ð)·E(ø)</td>
<td>R(ð)·E(ø)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e/ø-type</td>
<td>R(ð)·E(ø)</td>
<td>R(ð)·E(ø)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e/ø-type (rare)</td>
<td>R(ð)·E(ø)</td>
<td>R(ð)·E(ø)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

39Brackets indicate optionality. The little n is variable since potentially there can be more than one suffix in a nominal.

38The exact phonological origin of this interaction is still a matter of debate.

37There are archaic endingless locative *dem > Av. dám.

36There are archaic endingless locative *dem > Av. dám.

35The o/e-ablaut is limited to roots with a stop after the ablauting vowel *-ET(T), whereas roots with a resonant after the ablauting vowel *-ER(C) replaced o/e- with o/a- ablaut, see in the main text.

34Concerning the terminology, Kuiper’s statement from his classic paper still has something to be said for it: “The terms are little pompous to my taste, but it will be best to retain them.” (Kuiper 1942: 4)

33There are a second acrostatic type R(ð)·S(ø)·E(ø), rectus stem in Gk. γῆρας γέρας ‘gift of honor’. This is an example of a paradigmatic split in which each levelling of an ablaut grade produced two different paradigms with two separate meanings, cf. Old English staf, pl. stafas [stavas] > English staff and stave.
obliquus stem, but also the suffix. This alternation of ablaut and stem-consonant is preserved within one paradigm with the nom.sg. * Böyle- in Hitt. wätar and gen.sg. * Böyle- in Hitt. witenas. Another example is *nok-t-/*nerek-t- 'night' with the rectus stem nom.sg. *nok-t-s in Gk. νῆξ nûks, Lat. nox and the obliquus stem gen.sg. *nerek-t-s in Hitt. neku (mêhur) 'time of the evening'.

Proterokinetic: *põh-ur/*ph-ur- 'fire', the nom.sg. *põh-ur is directly attested in Hitt. paḫḫur and the gen.sg. *ph-ur-s in Hitt. paḫḫuenaš. Another example is *gén-h-i/*g-n-éh-2 'woman' with the rectus stem nom.sg. *gén-h- in Skt. jáni, Toch. B šana, Ofr. ben and the obliquus stem *g-n-éh- in Skt. gnâ-, Toch. B šnôy, Ofr. mnâ. Note that the paradigms in Tocharian B and Old Irish are synchronically irregular and that there is a paradigm split in Sanskrit.

Hysterokinetic: *(h)udn-ej/*(h)udn-i- 'land', nom.sg. *(h)udn-ej is directly attested in Hitt. utné and the gen.sg. *(h)udn-ji-ës in Hitt. utniyaš. Another example is *ph-tr-/*ph-tr- 'father', nom.sg. *ph-tr- (< *tér-s) in Skt. pitâ, OAv. ptâ, Gk. πατέρ patért, Lat. pater, obliquus stem in dat.sg. Skt. pitré, OAv. pišre and gen.sg. Gk. πατρός patrós, Lat. patris.


These accent-ablaut classes mostly survive as archaisms or irregularities within the synchronic grammars of the Indo-European daughter languages, but are recoverable with the comparative method from variation found among them. Tracing *pod- and *ped- or *öyle- and *yed- back into the proto-language as variant forms without at least trying to systematically connect them would be multiplying entities beyond necessity.

The common

---

*The accent-ablaut classes are morphologically linked by the process of internal derivation. This is derivation by switching the accent-ablaut pattern, and not by the addition of overt morphology. Internal derivation is synchronically found in Anatolian, Indo-Iranian and Greek and can be reconstructed for PIE: akrostatic: proterokinetic (e.g., *põhaz-u-/*põhaz-u- in Gk. πώου 'lock': *põh-j-u-/*põh-j-u- in Skt. páyâ-, páyâv- 'guardian'); akrostatic: amphikinetic (e.g., *sök- in Hitt. šakkar 'excrement': *sök-ér-/*sök-n- in Gk. σκοτ 'dung'); proterokinetic: hysterokinetic (e.g., *sjēch-m-/*sjēch-m- in Skt. syêma 'band': *sjēch-m-m- in Gk. ἱσχύς 'membrane'); proterokinetic: amphikinetic (h,j-êi-7/*h,j-ên- in Lat. iter, itin- 'way'): *h,j-êi-7/*h,j-ên- in Toch. A yâr- 'way, road'; hysterokinetic: amphikinetic (e.g., *ph,-tér, *ph,-tr- in Gk. πατέρ patér 'father': *ph,tér, *ph,tr- in Gk. ἰππάτος apaitôr 'having no father'). Internal derivation in Indo-European linguistics recognized since Schmidt (1889) and elucidated by Jochem Schindler in 1970s (see Nussbaum 2014: 328ff. with literature) is typologically not uncommon (cf. English record /rekəd/ : record /rɛkəd/; Arabic ُسر 'drinker' : collective ُسر; Lith. ąuštis 'high': ąuštis 'growth'; Mandarin $hó 'good': $hó 'be fond of').

---
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